




Enter The Void - Project ID # 222940
Project Type : Feature Film  
Submission Type :    SRN
Location : Quebec and Ontario  
Union : Non-union 
Release Date : 02-27-08
Audition Date : 03-03-08  
Submission Deadline : 03-03-08
Shoot Date        
Casting Category : Feature Film - Non-SAG
Market(s) : Buffalo, NY>Montreal, QC>Toronto, ON>Ottawa, ON

Project: Enter the Void
Union: NON UNION but paid the same
Area of Media: Feature film
Exec. Producer: Serge Catoire
Producer (s): Gaspar Noe
Director: Gaspar Noe (Irreversible avec Monica Bellucci)
Shoot: Ontario
Date of shoot: End of April
Casting director: Helene Rousse , Total Casting
Casting assistant: Marie-Claude
Auditions will take place in Quebec and Ontario, Canada.
Submission instructions:
We would like to see suggestions by picture and resume BY EMAIL only for the moment.
The director will pre-select by pictures first.
STORY-LINE AND COMMENTS
Storyline: ENTER THE VOID is a film that adopts the subjective point of view of the main 
character, Oscar, through a series of events preceding and following his death.
This film is inspired in part by the accounts of people who have had near death 
experiences and part by the Tibetan Book of the Dead.
The setting is Tokyo Japan therefore adding emphasise on the fragility of orphaned 
brother and sister's relationship by propelling them in a different part of the word. A 
world filled with fluorescent colours, neons, technology, distortion and chaos.
This is a melodrama: The universal one of a young man who, after the brutal death of his
parents, promises that he will protect his sister no matter what, and sensing that he 
himself is dying, fights desperately to keep his promise. A film where the life of one 
person's is linked to the love which he has for another human being.
During a drug deal, our hero Oscar is set-up and betrayed by his envious friend Victor to
the Police. Oscar tries to escape by running and hiding in the men's washroom of a bar 
where he is shot by the Japanese Police. Through the last moments of his life we see him
leave his body and oversee all of the action happening simultaneously in the lives of his 
beloved sister Linda and his friends.
We see Oscar's life in his normal state of awareness and in his altered states: The state of
alertness, the uninterrupted through procedure, memories, dreams, flashbacks, visions, 
hallucinations and mindsets.
A film where love, family, tragedy, drama, drugs, sex, death and reincarnation, all co-
exist.
Comments:
A fascinating, dramatic and complex story produced, written and directed by Gaspar 
No. It is a very visual film and will demand very strong performances to convey the 



complex emotions and state of mind of our characters. We are casting these roles for 
the shoot in Montreal. Roles are Canadian and non-union members.
 
Role # 1 - Linda 1 year old
Seeking 1 talent(s) for this role
 
LINDA (actor) at age 1 yr old.
Happy and pretty little girl. She is joyful and playful and very cute. Knows how to walk.
Must look like Linda at young age for the FLASH BACK.
1 Day shoot

Searchable talent specs:
Gender: Female
Age: from Any to 1
Ethnicity: Caucasian -
Body Type: Any -

Role # 2 - Linda 3-5 years old
Seeking 1 talent(s) for this role
 
LINDA (actor) 3-5 yrs.
At age 3-5 yrs old a petite. English speaking (no accent) very cute. Long hair. She is 
fragile and delicate. Must look like Linda at young age for the FLASH BACK. Light brown 
eyes. She is very shaken and shocked following the car accident she was in, and that 
killed her parents. Her brother becomes her only world. She is very trusting and close to 
her big brother Oscar.
10 days
Searchable talent specs:
Gender: Female
Age: from 3 to 5
Ethnicity: Caucasian -
Body Type: Any -

Role # 3 - Oscar baby
Seeking 1 talent(s) for this role
 
OSCAR (actor) baby 1-6 months.
He is breast fed by his mother and held by her. 1 day - You know someone who just gave
birth?
Searchable talent specs:
Gender: Male
Age: from Any to 1
Ethnicity: Caucasian -
Body Type: Any -

Role # 4 - Oscar 3-5 years old
Seeking 1 talent(s) for this role
 
OSCAR (ACTOR) AGE 3-5.
Must look like OSCAR at young age for the FLASH BACK. Light brown eyes. Speaks 
good English, (no accent)



Searchable talent specs:
Gender: Male
Age: from 3 to 5
Ethnicity: Caucasian -
Body Type: Any -

Role # 5 - Oscar 6-7
Seeking 1 talent(s) for this role
 
OSCAR (actor) age 6-7.
Speaks good English, (no accent) very curious and adventurous boy. Must look like 
OSCAR at young age for the FLASH BACK. Light brown eyes. Even at this age he is 
protective of his sister. He is in the car with his sister during the terrible car accident that 
kills his parents. He is strong willed and determined to stay with his sister no matter what
from that moment on. But life throws a few curves. Light brown eyes. 9 days of shoot
Searchable talent specs:
Gender: Male
Age: from 6 to 7
Ethnicity: Caucasian -
Body Type: Any -

Role # 6 - Father
Seeking 1 talent(s) for this role
 
FATHER OF OSCAR AND LINDA (principal) GENDER: MALE AGE: 40-45
(Possible nudity and sexual content: Oscar sees his parents "making him" in a flashback 
for a few seconds. No lines). About 6 days shoot. He is a handsome tall, strong (not a 
bodybuilder) and considerate husband. He is very much in love with his wife. A 
wonderful and playful father. ANGLO-SAXON TYPE.
Searchable talent specs:
Gender: Male
Age: from 38 to 48
Height: from 5' 10" to Any
Ethnicity: Caucasian -
Body Type: Medium - Athlitic - Thin -

Role # 7 - Mother
Seeking 1 talent(s) for this role
 
MOTHER OF OSCAR AND LINDA (principal) GENDRE: FEMALE AGE :30-35
(Possible nudity and sexual content: : Oscar sees his parents "making him" in a flashback
for a few seconds.) Jessica Pare style maybe . No lines. Knows English well.
A discrete and sensual woman with large breasts. The good sexy devoted and well 
educated Mother. She is very devoted and loving to her children and deeply in love with
her husband. Per day all in (use fees included) (around 10 days.)
Searchable talent specs:
Gender: Female
Age: from 28 to 38
Ethnicity: Caucasian -
Body Type: Medium - Athlitic - Extra Large - Petite -



Role # 8 - Grand-father
Seeking 1 talent(s) for this role
 
GRAND-FATHER OSCAR AND LINDA (actor no lines) GENDRE: MALE AGE: 65-75. 65 to 
75 yrs old. Tired with poor health and sweet. A tall and tender man and Anglo-Saxon 
type. Loving but unable to take care of small children and puts Linda and Oscar in the 
care of someone else where they will be separated. 1 day.
Searchable talent specs:
Gender: Male
Age: from 60 to 80
Height: from 5' 9" to Any
Ethnicity: Caucasian -
Body Type: Any -

Role # 9 - Grand-Mother
Seeking 1 talent(s) for this role
 
GRAND-MOTHER OF OSCAR AND LINDA (actor) GENDER: FEMALE AGE: 60-65
Tired and sweet grand-ma style English woman. She is a well-maintained woman but got
very old when the accident occurred. She is exhausted by life and suffers of terrible 
anguish and sadness, which transpires, in her being. She also is unable to care for the 
children. 1 day.
Searchable talent specs:
Gender: Female
Age: from 55 to 70
Ethnicity: Caucasian -
Body Type: Any -
(source)

New film being directed by Gaspar Noé seeking actors for various roles. If you match 
any of the character descriptions below please send photos/resume to email above 
before Monday March 3 or at a later date in case we still looking for more candidates. 
We will contact you for an audition if the director is interested. Every role pays from 
$1750 per day to $2400 per day .Thank You.

LINDA (actor) At age 1 yr old.Knows how to walk MUST look like Linda at young 
age:http://www.totalcasting.ca/Linda.html 

Linda(actor) at age 3-5 yrs old. At age 3-5 yrs old a petite English speaking (no accent) 
very cute. Long hair. She is fragile and delicate. See pictures of the lead actor attached. 
Must look like Linda at young age:http://www.totalcasting.ca/Linda.htmlLight brown 
eyes .She is very shaken and shocked following the car accident she was in, and that 
killed her parents. Her brother becomes her only world. She is very trusting and close to 
her big brother Oscar.ONE SCENE OF THE FILM INVOLVES THE PARENTS, one MONTH
OLD OSCAR, BABY LINDA IN THE BATH TUB WITH THE CAMERAMAN. LINDA (actor) 3-
5yrs

OSCAR (actor) baby 1-6 monthsHe is breast fed by his mother and held by her. 
Reference Photos:http://www.totalcasting.ca/Oscar.htmlONE SCENE OF THE FILM 
INVOLVES THE PARENTS, one MONTH OLD OSCAR, BABY LINDA IN THE BATH TUB 

http://www.auditions.com/display_casting4.php?casting_id=222940&s=
http://www.totalcasting.ca/Oscar.html
http://www.totalcasting.ca/Linda.htmlLight
http://www.totalcasting.ca/Linda.html


WITH THE CAMERAMAN. LINDA (actor) 3-5yrs

OSCAR (actor) age 3-5. Must look like OSCAR at young age for the FLASH BACK. Light 
brown eyes. Speaks good English, http://www.totalcasting.ca/Oscar.html 
OSCAR (actor) age 6-7 Speaks good English, (no accent) very curious and adventurous 
boy.http://www.totalcasting.ca/Oscar.html Light brown eyes. Even at this age he is 
protective of his sister. He is in the car with his sister during the terrible car accident that 
kills his parents. He is strong willed and determined to stay with his sister no matter what
from that moment on. But life throws a few curves.

FATHER OF OSCAR AND LINDA (principal) GENDER: MALE AGE: 40-45
(Possible nudity and sexual content:Oscar sees his parents `making him`` in a flashback 
for a few seconds. no lines) about 6 days ) He is a handsome tall, strong (Not a 
bodybuilder) and considerate husband. He is very much in love with his wife. A 
wonderful and playful father. ANGLO-SAXON TYPE

MOTHER OF OSCAR AND LINDA (principal) GENDER: FEMALE AGE :30-35
(Possible nudity and sexual content: one breast feeding scene and Oscar sees his 
parents `making him`` in a flashback for a few seconds. about 6 days) A discrete and 
sensual woman with large breasts. The good sexy devoted and well educated Mother. 
She is very devoted and loving to her children and deeply in love with her husband.

GRAND-FATHER OSCAR AND LINDA (actor no lines) GENDER: MALE AGE :65-75
65 to 75 yrs old. Tired with poor health and sweet. A tall and tender man and Anglo-
Saxon type. Loving but unable to take care of small children and puts Linda and Oscar in
the care of someone else where they will be separated.

GRAND-MOTHER OF OSCAR AND LINDA (actor) GENDER: FEMALE AGE: 60-65
Tired and sweet grand-ma style English woman. She is a well-maintained woman but got
very old when the accident occurred. She is exhausted by life and suffers of terrible 
anguish and sadness, which transpires, in her being. She also is unable to care for the 
children.

http://www.totalcasting.ca/Oscar.html
http://www.totalcasting.ca/Oscar.html

